Video Walls

Video Walls
Powerful and Versatile.

SOAR professional-grade video wall systems are the most
effective solutions on the market, as they are softwaredriven. Which means they are more adaptable, usable
and budget friendly.
SOAR’s complete portfolio of high quality video walls includes
a wide variety of sizes, resolutions and technologies, so you
can make a huge visual impact and enhance customer
experiences.

Advantages & Benefits
Customizable.
SOAR delivers custom solutions: we can
use virtually any screen to fit the unique
needs of every customer.

Efficient.
“I find SOAR to be very responsive and customer focused.
They go that extra mile to make sure jobs are completed
both properly and efficiently. I would definitely refer SOAR .”

SOAR offers effective, efficient solutions:
as a true integrator, we catalog different
softwares with features tailored to the
special requirements of different locations.

— Owner, JL Wiederkehr, LLC

Analytical.

Digital Signage Solutions
We SOAR – only if you do, too.
SOAR, a leading LSI Solution, is the ultimate empowerment
company. We enable organizations to reach new levels
of customer engagement through meaningful, desirable,
heightened consumer experiences driven and delivered by
advanced digital technology maximized through strategy,
creativity and connectivity. Our reach is global, but our
approach is personal.

SOAR closely analyzes the environment
of each customer to provide multiple
alternate solutions that are scalable for
different needs and budgets.

Core Markets
Automotive • Retail Petroleum & Convenience
Banking & Finance • Quick Serve
Healthcare • Education • Restaurant
Retail • Transportation • Grocery Store
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How Updates are Communicated:

Computer

Agency / Asset Source
Releases Content

SOAR reviews content,
converts to deploy &
uploads to server

Authorized person can
log on to secure SOAR
DSN Portal to change
content for one or many
sites at the same time.

SOAR Server Hosts content,
playlists & scheduling

SOAR Portal

Customer
Site
High speed Internet connection

SOAR’s DSN Portal
manages & stores
changes.
Media Player
1:9
2 x 2 or 2 x 3

Typical Video
Wall Configuration

Create New Audiences

Seamless content integration
across multiple screens.

Media Player

Note: Customized solutions for
larger (more than 9 screens)
video wall conﬁgurations
Site media player seeks
scheduled updates every
15 minutes. Pricing changes
or updates made from
library happen in real time.

As a business unit of LSI Graphic Solutions, SOAR is uniquely
qualified to design and manufacture various enclosures,
surrounds and kiosks that suit our customers’ distinct needs
and environments.

SOAR designs and implements video wall systems:
• Customized to meet specific room and content
requirements.
• Display an endless array of data and information to
captivate audiences with visually engaging displays that
educate, entertain and motivate.
Use LSI’s experienced program implementation and
24/7 service teams to handle the logistics and provide
seamless service and support to your system. Likewise,
SOAR’s content development team can create images and
messages customized to meet your needs.

Complete Customer Experience
Unlimited Possibilities.

SOAR recognizes the unique needs of different audiences
and settings, and customizes specifications to best meet
business objective and environmental conditions, from
high-definition for intimate viewing in conference and board
rooms to big screens with bright displays for retail floors.

Raising Expectations.
Elevating Experiences.
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